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I Don’t Care 
32 count, 4 wall, beginner/intermediate level 
Choreographer: Sho Botham (UK) Sep 2005 

Choreographed to: I Don't Care by Ricky Martin, 
single and Album: Life 

 
 
Kick forward, wide ball change, hip half circle x 2, rock back replace, shuffle forward 
1&2 Kick R forward, ball change R,L finishing feet apart, - hands raised to head height, elbows 
 open, head looks to R over R shoulder 
&3 Circle hips forward to L (half circle), head changes to opposite side to look over L shoulder 
&4 Circle hips forward to R (half circle), head change to opposite side 
5,6 Rock R back, replace L in place 
7&8 Shuffle forward RLR 
 
Step ½ Pivot, Shuffle forward (twice) 
9,10 Step forward L, pivot half turn to R 
11&12 Shuffle forward LRL 
13,14 Step forward R, half turn pivot L 
15&16 Shuffle forward RLR 
 
Mambo basic, Hips x 2, Coaster Step, Walks forward x 2 
17&18 Mambo basic to L (step L out to L, step in place R, close L to R without weight),  
 arms raised as before, head to R 
&19&20 Raise and lower left hip twice – arms and head hold position 
21&22 Coaster step LRL 
23,24 Walk forward R,L with hip action 
 
Step forward, 1/4 turn, Crossing Shuffle, Side Rock & Replace, Shuffle forward 
25,26 Step forward R, 1/4 turn (weight on L) 
27&28 Crossing shuffle RLR travelling L 
29,30 Side rock L to L, replace weight on R 
31&32 Shuffle forward LRL 
 
Styling:  Arm positions and specific head styling is optional – there is plenty of scope for sexy hip action 
 
Begin dance again and enjoy 
 
Music suggestions: this dance can be danced to a variety of 4/4 tracks and the styling can be 
altered to suit different music styles and moods, experiment and have fun.  
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